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This Spy Camera is compact and wireless. Use it to watch over your Nanny or Catch a Cheating
Spouse!

The Arc Vision Digital Video Capture Camera by HOME GUARD is a small device with a covert 3.7 mm
Pinhole Lens. It shoots in color and can fit just about anywhere, plus there are various recording modes!
Read about this Home Security Store product.

March 5, 2009 - PRLog -- Watch out!  If you’re looking to catch someone in a dirty act or just spy on
someone or just downright protect your home and your family, the Arc Vision Digital Video Capture
Camera by HOME GUARD is what you have been looking for.  It’s a tiny pinhole hidden camera with a
built in recorder inside.  The device records in color and can be used as a nanny cam for covert surveillance
or easy home monitoring.

The Arc Vision device is equipped with a 1GB SD card which is housed inside the unit.  The camera can
hold up to 1100 minutes of recorded video depending on the frames per second and the recording quality.

The camera supports three recording modes.  There is manual, scheduled continuous, and scheduled motion
detection with adjustable sensitivity levels.

The camera can be played back with a TV or Monitor that accepts RCA inputs and be recorded or saved by
a VCR or DVR.  This means you will easily be able to watch the recorded video and see what’s happening
inside your own home or around it when you are gone.  

The shutter, gain, and white balance of the camera are all automatic.  The device can be wireless using 4
AA batteries so you can stick it practically anywhere.  There is also an LED indicator to tell you if the
battery is out.  If you would like to plug in the device, you can do so with an AC adapter which is included. 
   
The Arc Vision capture camera kit includes a bracket that can tilt and swivel the camera.  The bracket can
also be fixed to simply sit on your desk or be fixed to attach to a wall such as above your front door, your
garage, or somewhere in your living room or office.

Other specs and features included are: 

•Built-in VGA resolution CMOS camera 
•Covert 3.7mm Pinhole Lens 
•NTSC/PAL selectable 
•90 Degree Field of View (FOV) 
•Live view while recording
•Record VGA and QVGA image size 
•Time and Date Stamp 

The Arc Vision Digital Video Capture Camera is one of the best on the market.  It is much more simple and
reliable than a more complex wired system with a separate DVR that may never really seems to get a clear
picture.  Just turn on the device and leave it alone to record what happens after you leave the room.  

For more information on the Arc Vision Digital Video Capture Camera please go to 
http://www.HomeSecurityStore.com.
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Home security is on everyone’s minds these days. Secure your own little part of the world by increasing
your home security. Reality is that crime’s increasing. The Home Security Store specializes in home
security systems and security cameras.

--- End ---

Source Home Security Store
City/Town Riverside
State/Province California
Zip 92507
Country United States
Industry Security, Home, Technology
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